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Abstract 4 
The dynamics of forest-boundary-layer interactions over a forest edge have been an interesting 5 
research topic in recent years. A better understanding of edge flow has implications for the siting 6 
and interpretation of flux measurements near a forest edge. In the present study, we use large-eddy 7 
simulations with the newly developed multi-layer canopy model MCANOPY to investigate 8 
canopy flows, or more specifically scalar transfer, over a forest edge. Two important impact factors 9 
for edge flows are considered: the vertical distribution of foliage and the scalar source/sink 10 
distribution. The simulations show that both factors have non-ignored impacts on the scalar 11 
transfer over a forest edge. For plants with a deep, and sparse trunk space, a strong and long sub-12 
canopy jet is observed, which qualitatively changes the flow dynamics and thus the scalar 13 
distributions. For relatively uniform distributed foliage plants, a strong flow convergence is found 14 
near the leading edge, which dominates the edge flow patterns and leads to a scalar flux peak 15 
region at the canopy top. Investigation has shown that the scalar concentrations are mainly affected 16 
by the flow advection rather than the turbulent for plants in our simulations with leaf area density 17 
of 4. The scalar fluxes are mainly affected by the vertical gradient of scalar concentration since the 18 
turbulence near a forest edge is qualitatively similar. In consistent with previous studies, the 19 
uniform ground scalar source shows the most pronounced spatial variations. While considering the 20 
source from the MCANOPY model that is close to reality, the behavior of scalars (i.e., CO2 and 21 
water vapor) is even more complicated owing to the interaction between flow dynamics and scalar 22 
source/sink distributions. It implies that both the scalar source distributions and canopy structures 23 
should be considered when interpreting flux measurement near a forest edge. The work here has 24 
important implications for interpreting measurement data and improves the understanding of scalar 25 
transfer over a forest edge. 26 
 27 
1. Introduction 28 
Forest covers about 30% of the land surface globally, playing an important role in biosphere-29 
atmosphere exchanges of momentum, energy, water vapor, and many other tracer gases (Bonan, 30 
2008). The dynamics of forest-boundary-layer interactions over a forest edge have been an 31 
interesting research topic in recent years since the forested landscapes often exhibit significant 32 
horizontal spatial variabilities. The advection and convergence/divergence of edge flows have 33 
shown to have complex impacts on forest-atmosphere exchanges near a forest edge (e.g., Yang et 34 
al., 2006; Dupont and Brunet, 2008; 2009; Sogachev et al., 2008; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 35 
2015; 2017). Thus, a better understanding of forest edge flow dynamics should be beneficial to the 36 
interpretation of micrometeorological measurements such as eddy covariance measurements and 37 
the worldwide FLUXNET program data (Baldocchi et al., 2001). 38 
There has been significant work on the flow over a forest edge recent years. This includes 39 
analytical models (Belcher et al., 2003; Kroniger et al., 2017), large-eddy simulations (Yang et al., 40 
2006; Dupont and Brunet, 2008; Cassiani et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2013) and field experiments 41 
(Schlegel et al., 2012; Kanani et al., 2014). These studies have shown that the edge flow dynamics 42 
is remarkably different from those over a horizontal homogenous forest canopy. When boundary 43 
flows approach a forest edge, the mean wind adjusts with a certain length, depending inversely on 44 
the leaf area density (LAI), to recover to its equilibrium state, resulting in large flow advection. 45 
The turbulence structures are also changed dramatically near a forest edge, for which the turbulent 46 
coherent eddies grow in size and strength with increasing distance to the forest edge and forms an 47 
internal boundary layer. The consequent impact of edge flow on the forest-atmosphere interactions 48 
is significant. For example, the study of Klaassen et al. (2002) demonstrated an average imbalance 49 
of about 16% in the energy exchange up to distances of 15h from the forest edge, with h being the 50 
canopy height. 51 
Recent studies imply that the vertical foliage distributions have a significant impact on the edge 52 
flow features (Cassiani et al., 2008; Dupont et al., 2012; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015). One 53 
of the notable features is the formation of the in-canopy recirculation (ICR), which is generally 54 
detected for LAI larger than about 5 for normally distributed foliage (Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 55 
2015). The required LAI for vertically uniform plants to start generation of ICR is about 4. 56 
However, for a forest with most of foliage distributed at upper part of trees and a deep, sparse 57 
trunk space at the lower layers such as a maritime pine forest, the ICR is rarely formed (Dupont et 58 
al., 2011). In this case, another unique feature, termed as the sub-canopy jet, is most visible, which 59 
extends over a long distance into the forest and exhibits a strong magnitude. Consequently, 60 
relatively higher turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is formed along with the strong sub-canopy jet. 61 
These features are less pronounced for the normal and uniform distributed foliage. The effects of 62 
LAI distribution on edge flow dynamics have been thoroughly investigated although less emphasis 63 
is on scalar transport. 64 
Previous studies of investigation scalar transport over a forest edge have been mainly focused on 65 
idealize situations with relative simple LAI distributions (e.g., uniformly and normally distributed 66 
foliage) and uniform sources (Sogachev et al., 2008; Ross and Baker, 2013; Kanani-Sühring and 67 
Raasch, 2015; 2017). A remarkable finding in their results is the locally enhancement of scalar 68 
concentrations and fluxes near the forest leading edge induced by the flow convergence. Scalars 69 
are, however, emitted or absorbed in a number of different ways resulting in different source 70 
distributions, which might lead to dramatically different conclusions from in previous studies. 71 
Ross and Harman (2015) have demonstrated that the impact of scalar source distribution on scalar 72 
transport is significant over a forested hill. It is expected that the source distribution also has a 73 
considerable impact near a forest edge. As well, with regard to the impacts of vertical foliage 74 
distributions on scalar transport, the issue has been examined to some extent by (Kanani-Sühring 75 
and Raasch, 2015; 2017). However, for the case such as a maritime pine forest with a deep, sparse 76 
trunk space at the lower layers where the flow patterns are remarkably different (Dupont et al., 77 
2011; 2012), the impact on scalar transport still needs to be reconsidered.  78 
Previous studies over a forest edge are limited to the flow dynamics, how the scalar transport with 79 
the influence of the edge flow is less investigated. Most of these studies are under neutral stability 80 
conditions with relatively vertical uniform plants considering idealize scalar source setting (e.g., 81 
Klaassen et al., 2002; Sogachev et al., 2008; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015; 2017). A 82 
remarkable finding in their results is the locally enhanced scalar concentrations and scalar fluxes 83 
near the forest leading edge, which is induced by flow convergence. A local scalar concentration 84 
and flux accumulation is also found in the leeward of a forest edge. The accumulation phenomena 85 
over complex terrain are shown to have large impact from source/sink distribution within canopies 86 
(Ross and Harman, 2015; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2017). However, detailed influences from 87 
scalar source distributions are not examined over a forest edge, which is one of research topic in 88 
the present study. 89 
Here we mainly seek to address two impact factor on scalar transport: firstly, how do different 90 
foliage distributions (e.g., with uniform foliage distribution, normal foliage distribution, and with 91 
a deep and sparse trunk space distributed foliage) affect the scalar transport over a forest edge? 92 
Secondly, how does source distribution influence the scalar transport within and above canopies 93 
over a forest edge? In order to investigate these two questions, we use large-eddy simulations 94 
(LES), or more specifically, the Weather Research and Forecasting model with LES (WRF-LES; 95 
Skamarock et al., 2005). The forest canopy is represented by the newly developed multi-layer 96 
canopy model MCANOPY, which is largely based on the framework of the Community Land 97 
Model version 4.5 (CLM4.5; Oleson et al., 2013), taking into account all important physical 98 
processes within a forest canopy. A full description and validation of the MCANOPY are 99 
summarized in a submitted manuscript. 100 
Our focuses here are mainly on improving the understanding of scalar transport over a forest edge 101 
both on the leading edge and in the leeside. Apart from the study of investigating impact from 102 
different scalar source distributions, we also examine the scalar transport with consideration of 103 
different vertical foliage distribution (e.g., with normal LAI shape and with a deep and sparse trunk 104 
space canopy). As stated previously, a forest with a deep and sparse trunk space shows significant 105 
different flow features that is expected to effect the scalar transport, although the knowledge on 106 
this topic is rare. 107 
The present study is organized as following. First the new canopy model and the simulation 108 
configurations are introduced in section 2. The edge flow dynamics are discussed in section 3. In 109 
section 4, the scalar distribution with a horizontally uniform ground source is studied.  In section 110 
5, the impact of different idealized scalar distributions is examined. In section 6, we use the 111 
physical-based multi-layer canopy model MCANOPY to investigate the CO2 and water vapor 112 
distributions over a forest edge. The conclusion is given finally in section 7. 113 
2. Methods 114 
2.1 Model Description 115 
Large-eddy simulation is the state-of-the-art computational tool for investigating the turbulent flow 116 
structures since it can provide the flow in great detail. Here the simulations are performed using 117 
the WRF-LES model version 3.9 (Skamarock et al., 2005), which is widely used by atmospheric 118 
communities and has previously been used in studying the dynamics of flow for many diverse 119 
applications (e.g., Shao et al., 2013; Ma and Liu, 2017). 120 
For large-eddy simulations, a low-pass filter is operated on the flow field variables to separate 121 
large eddies from small ones, where the large eddies are explicitly resolved and the small eddies 122 
are parameterized by a sub-grid scale (SGS) model. In WRF-LES code, the grid spacing acts as an 123 














+ 𝐹𝑖,  (1) 125 
where t is time, 𝑢?̅?  is the filtered velocity in direction 𝑥𝑖  ( 𝑥1 = 𝑥, 𝑥2 = 𝑦, 𝑥3 = 𝑧  represent 126 
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively), 𝜌 is air density, ?̅? is the filtered pressure, and 𝐹𝑖 127 
is the forcing term (e.g., the canopy drag force). In LES, 𝜏𝑖𝑗 is termed as the sub-grid scale stresses, 128 
which is parameterized using a SGS model. In the present study we choose the Lagrangian-129 
averaged scale-dependent Smagorinsky model (Porté-Agel et al., 2000; Bou-Zeid et al., 2005) as 130 
the SGS model to parameterize the sub-grid scale stresses since this turbulent model has been 131 
shown promising performance over complex terrain (Ma and Liu, 2017). 132 
In this study, forest plants are represented by the newly developed multi-layer canopy model 133 
MCANOPY. For the aerodynamic drag caused by canopy elements, a porous body assumption is 134 
adopted for consistency with previous studies (e.g., Shaw and Schumann, 1992). The canopy drag 135 
force is modelled as  136 
𝐹𝑑,𝑖 = −𝑐𝑑𝑎|𝑈|𝑢?̅?, (2) 137 
where cd is the forest drag coefficient (0.25 used here), a is the leaf area density for each canopy 138 
layer, U is the local wind speed, ui̅ is the velocity component in the xi-direction, and Fd,i is the 139 
drag force that is added to the momentum equations. 140 
In addition to the drag effect, other important physical processes are also considered in 141 
MCANOPY. The MCANOPY is based on the leaf energy balance, and includes a full suite of sub-142 
canopy processes, including a radiative transfer module, a leaf energy balance module, a 143 
photosynthesis module, a momentum drag module, and a ground surface energy balance module. 144 
The MCANOPY is coupled into WRF-LES by providing momentum, heat, water vapor and CO2 145 
sources/sinks. A detailed descript and validation of the model is summarized in a submitted 146 
manuscript. These new features of the MCANOPY make it possible to investigate the impact of 147 
scalar distributions from a more realistic point. 148 
2.2 Simulation configurations 149 
All the simulations presented here are performed over a rectangular domain with a right-handed 150 
coordinate system, where the coordinates x, y, and z represent the streamwise, lateral, and vertical 151 
directions, respectively. A domain size of 2 km × 1 km × 0.2 km in the x, y, and z directions is 152 
used, similar to that of Dupont et al. (2012). The horizontal grid resolution is 3 m, and the vertical 153 
resolution is 1 m within the canopy (below 20 m) and stretched above, with a timestep of 0.03 s. 154 
At top of the domain, a rigid boundary is used by setting the vertical velocity to zero, and a 155 
Rayleigh damping layer is applied at the top with a height of 30 m. Fifth- and third-order upwind-156 
biased spatial-differencing methods are deployed for the horizontal and vertical advection, 157 
respectively. For all the simulations, the flow is driving by a constant pressure-gradient forcing in 158 
the main stream (x) direction and the Coriolis effects are neglected. In order to keep the inflow the 159 
same for all runs, we use the precursor simulation method to generate turbulent inflow data. For 160 
which, the flow is run in same size of domain over a flat clearing ground with periodic boundary 161 
conditions. While the flow reaches a statistically stationary state and the turbulence is fully 162 
developed, the velocity data (u, v, and w) are extracted from a y-z plane and stored every timestep. 163 
The turbulent inflow is enforced at the western lateral boundary, and a zero-gradient boundary is 164 
set at the east. The northern and southern boundaries are periodic. The lateral boundary used here 165 
is identical to Ma and Liu (2017). 166 
For all the runs, the canopy height h is set as 20 m, the canopy leaf area index is 4. Three leaf area 167 
distributions are considered, the uniformly distributed (case1), the normally distributed (case2), 168 
and the one with dense crown layers and a sparse trunk space (case3) as shown in Figure 1. The 169 
forest patch covers the length 80 h in the middle of the domain in the x-direction and the entire y-170 
direction. With regard to the source distributions, we first consider horizontally uniform sources 171 
released at different canopy layers, and then the CO2 source/sink and water vapor source 172 
calculated from the MCANOPY model are considered. The former source type is in line with the 173 
study in Ross and Harman (2015) characterized as ideal sources, with source strength as 1 mol m2 174 
s-1. The latter source type is close to the reality, which roughly represents the real scalar behaviors 175 
over a canopy edge.  176 
After the flow has reached equilibrium state, the statistical fields are calculated using a space (y-177 
direction) and time averaging procedure. Time averaging is performed over 160 instantaneous 178 
samples collected every 5 s during a 30-min period. The fluctuation is defined as the departure and 179 
the spanwise space averaged value at each height. 180 
3. Flow dynamics 181 
The importance of the vertical distribution of foliage over a forest edge is examined by simulating 182 
the edge flow features and the associated scalar field with different leaf area density profiles. Three 183 
types of leaf area density profiles are examined as described above (Figure 1). Since our focus here 184 
is the vertical distribution of foliage, the LAI (depth-integrated LAD) is identical in three cases 185 
with a value of 4. The results shown here and following are averaged in y-direction and on time. 186 
Given that flow patterns dominate scalar transport over a forest edge, we investigate the edge flow 187 
dynamic features first. 188 
Figure 2 shows the x-z slices of averaged velocities and turbulent quantities for the three cases. 189 
Typical edge flow features summarized Dupont and Brunet (2008) and Belcher et al. (2012) are 190 
illustrated well in this figure. When the boundary-layer flow impinges on the forest edge, wind 191 
speed slows down due to the higher pressure induced by the forest, termed impact region in Belcher 192 
et al. (2012). Since forest canopy is treated as a porous body in the simulations, air flow from 193 
clearing space can penetrate into the forest, forming a sub-canopy jet. This is more pronounced in 194 
case3 with relatively sparse foliage at the lower part of the forest, it suggests that the intensity and 195 
persistence-length of the sub-canopy jet are greatly dependent on the foliage distribution, 196 
consistent with Cassiani et al. (2008). They also found that the vertical distribution of foliage 197 
affects the generation of in-canopy recirculation (IRC). In our simulations with the same LAI = 4 198 
for all the cases, ICR (i.e., negative velocity region in the mean streamwise velocity field) is 199 
observed only in case1 with uniformly distributed foliage. 200 
Previous study has found that ICR has a significant impact on scalar distribution (Kanani-Sühring 201 
and Raasch, 2015), here we look closely at the IRC by plotting the frequency of negative 202 
streamwise velocity in Figure 3. Also plotted in the same figure is the streamlines of the flow 203 
(black lines with arrow). Interestingly, even without a mean reversed flow as shown in case2, there 204 
are still about 40% of negative u events occurring at 18h near the surface, with the location of the 205 
maximum being slightly away from the edge compared with case1. It should note that even with a 206 
reversed mean flow in case1, the frequency of negative u events is not 100%. This means that there 207 
is not qualitatively different between case1 and case2 as they have similar pattern of negative u 208 
events with the only difference in frequency. However, the situation is totally different in case3, 209 
where a much low frequency (less than 10%) of negative velocity is found near the leading edge, 210 
apparently resulting from the strong sub-canopy jet. It implies that the flow patterns in case3 211 
exhibit substantially difference from the other cases, reflecting the influence from the vertical 212 
foliage distribution. This tendency also shows clearly in the streamlines in this figure. It highlights 213 
the unsteady and intermittent nature of the flow in the forest canopy. 214 
With regard to the turbulent quantities of the edge flow, typical features are also captured well in 215 
our simulations in Figure 2. Most noticeable features are the reduced turbulence (e.g., TKE and 216 
momentum flux) within the canopy and the development of turbulent coherent eddies from the 217 
leading edge above the canopy. These unique flow features are expected to have substantial 218 
impacts on the scalar transport near a forest edge. Besides these common features, turbulent 219 
quantities show again the influences from vertical distributions of foliage. For case1 and case2 220 
with relatively dense foliage at the lower part, all turbulent quantities (i.e., momentum flux, TKE, 221 
velocity skewness) exhibit a similar pattern even though a ICR region is not formed in case2. This 222 
implies that the intermittent nature of the flow, rather than the mean velocity field, affects the 223 
turbulence within a canopy (see the similar pattern in Figure3a and b). With a much denser crown 224 
layer in case3, the momentum flux and TKE are found to be developed closer to the forest edge, 225 
consistent with Dupont and Brunet (2008). The same tendency is also shown in case1 and case2 226 
although it is less clear because of the smaller difference of leaf area density in the crown layers. 227 
Another small but import difference as a result of the foliage distributions is the small positive 228 
momentum within the canopy. This feature is shown both in case2 and in case3, with a much 229 
higher intensity in case3 near the leading edge. Apparently, this phenomenon is related to the sub-230 
canopy jet. Considering the budget of the momentum flux shown in Eq. (A.1), we found the small 231 




. Similar feature is also observed in the TKE field in case3, where a remarkably 233 
high TKE region exists near the leading edge within the canopy, again caused by the strong sub-234 
canopy jet developed in the deep, sparse trunk space (Dupont et al., 2012). This high turbulence 235 
air is transported upwards into the canopy top (see the positive vertical velocity in Figure 2), and 236 
“dilute” the enhanced gust zone (term as the area with u skewness larger than 2.5) usually 237 
developed there, which is another noticeable difference in turbulent quantity (i.e., u skewness) for 238 
the three cases. The changes caused by the vertical distributions of foliage might be influential 239 
factors on the scalar transportation, we will discuss it later. 240 
In the leeside of the forest, three foliage distributions lead to similar patterns in both the mean 241 
velocity fields and turbulence quantities, as shown in Figure 2. A small recirculation zone is 242 
detected in the mean streamwise velocity field for the three cases with a similar size (see more 243 
clearly in Figure 3), suggesting that the recirculation here is insensitive to the foliage distribution, 244 
which is contrast to the conclusion drawn from the IRC near the leading edge. This is because that 245 
there are no drag forces exerted by canopy elements on flows for the clearing ground, as a 246 
consequence, the impact of foliage distribution is not significant. It should be note that a small 247 
difference is observed in turbulence fields (i.e., TKE and momentum flux). Given that the 248 
turbulence is enhanced in the leeside, these quantitative differences across the three cases may 249 
result in non-ignored impacts on scalar transport. Nevertheless, the dominate impact should be 250 
from the recirculation flow in the leeside, as illustrated in Kanani-Sühring and Raasch (2017). 251 
4. Scalar concentration and flux with a ground source 252 
In consistent with section 3, here we first investigate the impact of the foliage distributions on 253 
scalar transport with the scalar source released from the ground. The ground source is chosen 254 
because it leads to the most pronounced features in the scalar field owing to the small wind speed 255 
and turbulence near the surface (Ross and Harman, 2015; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015). The 256 
impact of different scalar sources will be discussed later. To distinguish the impacts of the forest 257 
ground source and the clearing ground source, we consider them separately in this section. Since 258 
both sources are set in a flux form that is unrelated to the scalar concentration, the source 259 
distributions can be superimposed. For clarity, we analysis the scalar field near the forest leading 260 
edge and in the leeside separately. 261 
4.1 Scalar behavior with a forest ground source 262 
We first show the results with a horizontally uniform scalar source released from the forest ground. 263 
It is clear from the contour plots (Figure 2) that the vertical distribution of foliage has marked 264 
impact on the flow dynamics. The scalar concentration and flux, as might be expected, also change 265 
dramatically. Figure 4 shows the x-z slices contour plots of scalar concentration and flux fields for 266 
the three cases with different foliage distributions. Qualitatively, the pattern of the impact is similar 267 
between case1 and case2 and also similar to the results shown in Kanani-Sühring and Raasch 268 
(2015), which is expected since they have a similar flow pattern as shown in Figure 3. The most 269 
noticeable features in case1 and case2 are the local accumulation of scalar concentration and the 270 
enhanced scalar flux above the canopy at about 10h and 14h, respectively. For case1 there is a tall 271 
thin band at the front of the recirculation region with very high concentrations, while for case2 this 272 
maximum concentration region is wider and shallower. Apparently, the high concentration is 273 
associated with the streamwise convergence of the streamwise flow. This statement is further 274 
supported with the results in case3, where streamwise convergence does not exist near the leading 275 
edge (see Figure 3c) and thus no such scalar accumulation is observed. Keep in mind that the 276 
turbulent inflows for the three cases with different foliage distributions are identical, the persist-277 
length of the sub-canopy jet, however, differs greatly. This implies that the strength of the 278 
streamwise flow convergence also differs significantly. Consequently, strong convergence leads 279 
to tall thin band with very high scalar concentration, while weak convergence leads to wide shallow 280 
region with relatively low concentration. Considering the scalar concentration budget, we find that 281 
the advection terms are much larger than the turbulent transport terms, suggesting that the 282 
advection plays a much import role here, consistent with Kanani-Sühring and Raasch (2015).  283 
It should be note that the advection terms in the scalar budge equation can be expressed both in 284 







respectively, which show different magnitudes and reversed signs while expressed differently 286 
although the net effect of advection (sum of horizontal and vertical advection terms) is the same. 287 
Both the flux form (e.g., Ross and Harman, 2015; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015) and 288 
advective form (e.g., Katul et al., 2006; Sogachev et al., 2008) have been adopted in previous 289 
studies, it might lead to confusion results as a result of this. Generally, the magnitude of individual 290 
term written in flux form is smaller. Nevertheless, no matter what form is used, the horizontal and 291 
vertical advection terms dominate the scalar transport near the leading edge for the three cases. 292 
From Figure 4, we also find that the pattern of scalar flux is closely related to the scalar 293 
concentration field, where a peak region of scalar flux is associated with the region of accumulated 294 
scalar concentration, showing fundamentally different feature from the momentum flux. It appears 295 
that the ICR has a dramatic impact on the scalar flux while the momentum flux is less affected. 296 
Compared with scalar concentration, the flux peaks at upper and above canopy layers, with 297 
noticeable effect up to a height of 2h. The scalar flux budge equation shown in Eq. (A.2) is used 298 




dominates the generation of scalar flux, while the pressure transport and redistribution term 300 
dominates the depletion of the flux, where the pattern of these two terms is nearly identical to the 301 
scalar flux (Figure no shown). For these three cases even with a similar pattern in the vertical 302 
velocity fluctuation variance 〈𝑤′𝑤′〉 fields, a significant difference in the scalar concentration, or 303 
more specifically in the concentration gradient, results in the distinctly different scalar flux 304 
distribution. The results here imply that the scalar flux near a forest edge is mostly affected the 305 
scalar concentration field, whose pattern is mostly attributed to the mean flow advection. As a 306 
consequence, for case1 with uniformly distributed foliage, stronger flow convergence leads to a 307 
high scalar flux peak with the position closer to the edge; while for case2 with normally distributed 308 
foliage, the flow convergence is weaker resulting in a relatively lower flux peak with the position 309 
slightly away from the edge. The flow convergence is less clear in case3 showing a long sub-310 
canopy jet within the canopy, for which the flux peak is not visible. 311 
To illustrated the results more clearly, the scalar concentration at 0.3h and scalar flux at 1.5h along 312 
the forest edge are plotted in Figure 5. Note that the observed scalar fluxes tend to be slightly 313 
smaller than the source released from the ground, which is explained by the consuming of the 314 
scalar storage term and without the consideration of sub-grid scale flux. Nevertheless, this small 315 
difference does not change the conclusions drawn from this figure. Clearly, with a deep, sparse 316 
trunk space forest as in case3, the scalar distribution shows a significant difference from the other 317 
two cases. There is no accumulation of scalar concentration and flux near the forest leading edge 318 
in case3, where their intensity increases gradually with a distance being away from the edge owing 319 
to zero source releasing at the upwind ground. As been stated previously, the peak value of scalar 320 
concentration within the canopy and scalar flux above the canopy are much higher for case1 as 321 
compared with case2, indicating the influence of the foliage distribution. Also noticed in this figure 322 
is that the adjustment length before reaching an equilibrium state for scalar flux above the canopy 323 
(~ 30h) is much longer than that for momentum flux (~15h), which is in line with the scaling 324 
arguments in Belcher et al. (2012). 325 
Another feature to be noticed in Figure 5 is behavior of the simulated scalar concentration and flux 326 
closer to the forest leading edge (0 – 10 h), where the concentration is nearly identical to the 327 
background inflow and the flux is almost zero for all the three cases no matter what foliage 328 
distribution is used. This phenomenon is different from previous studies (e.g., Sogachev et al., 329 
2008; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015) since we only take into account the ground source within 330 
the forest canopy. In this way, the source contributions from different regions are clearly detected. 331 
The results here suggest that from an observational point of view if a measurement tower is located 332 
too closer to a forest edge, the measured scalar data are dominated by the inflow, and thus cannot 333 
represent the situation for a forest. A detail investigation of scalar source from the clearing ground 334 
will be shown later. Further simulations suggest that this feature is insensitive to the wind speed 335 
(results not shown). 336 
With regarding to the leeside edge, a local scalar enhancement is found on the clearing ground for 337 
the three cases with nearly identical elevated concentration near the surface (Figure 5), showing 338 
less impact of foliage distribution. This is attributed to the nearly identical recirculation there, 339 
which, as previously stated, dominates the concentration distribution pattern. It should be note that 340 
the leeside recirculation is so small that it mainly affects the near surface concentration, and the 341 
impact length is limited to a few canopy heights (~3h). The turbulent scalar flux, however, displays 342 
a significant difference above the canopy at height 1.5h, with case3 exhibiting the highest peak 343 
value, with peak concentration about 1.8 times of that at the equilibrium region. There are also 344 
noticeable differences between case1 and case2, indicating the impact from foliage distribution.  345 
Again, we find that the shear production, the term −〈𝑤′𝑤′〉
𝜕〈𝑐〉
𝜕𝑧
, in the flux budget equation plays 346 
a main role in generating the flux difference. Affected by the upwind flows, the vertical velocity 347 
fluctuation variance 〈𝑤′𝑤′〉 shows a broadly similar magnitude for the three cases, but the vertical 348 
scalar gradient displays a significant difference at height above the leeside recirculation region, 349 
which mainly results from the scalar concentration difference at the crown layers from upwind 350 
flows in the equilibrium region. Keep in mind that the concentration shown in this figure is at 351 
height of 0.3h above the ground, while the flux is at 1.5h. The scalar fluxes at lower layers (e.g., 352 
0.5h) are also examined, the difference in the leeside peaks is smaller duo to the relatively closer 353 
concentration gradient (not shown). Looking closely at the scalar fluxes in the leeside in Figure 4, 354 
we find that the highest flux regions are approximately located at the same height with dense crown 355 
leaves, confirming the analysis here. The results indicate that the vertical distribution of foliage 356 
has a non-negligible impact on the leeside scalar flux measured above the canopy. More 357 
specifically, increasing LAI at the upper part of plants can enhance the scalar flux magnitude in 358 
the lee edge, contrasting with the conclusion drawn near the leading edge where the lower parts of 359 
the plants are more sensitive. 360 
4.2 Scalar behavior with source released from the clearing ground 361 
As stated previously, the source released from the forest ground does not have any impact on the 362 
scalar distribution near the forest leading edge (0 - 10h). Here we examine the impact of scalar 363 
source from the clearing ground by setting the source only on the clearing ground, and still the 364 
source strength is the same and is horizontally uniform. 365 
Figure 6 shows the scalar fluxes calculated at 1.5h for the three cases with different foliage 366 
distributions. Interestingly, the scalar fluxes for all the three cases first decrease dramatically and 367 
then increase. This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the turbulence from the inflow is 368 
damped by the canopy elements with a greater distance to the edge, and that the turbulence near 369 
the leading edge has not been fully developed (Dupont and Brunet, 2009). Thus, the scalar 370 
transport here is mainly controlled by the mean flow advection rather than the turbulent fluctuation. 371 
Relatively large minimum scalar flux for case3 partially supports this statement, for which higher 372 
turbulent flow is transported out from the lower part of the canopy (the same flow eliminates the 373 
enhance gust zone) and turbulence is developed closer to the leading edge (see Figure 2). As 374 
turbulence has been developed, the scalar fluxes increase with distance away from the edge. For 375 
case1 and case2 with the a strong streamwise flow convergence, a noticeable peak is observed with 376 
the magnitude about 2 times smaller than with the source from the canopy ground. For case3, a 377 
much wider peak is found mainly as a results of the developed turbulence above the canopy and 378 
the strong sub-canopy jet that transfers scalar deep into the canopy. As might be expected, the 379 
vertical distribution of foliage affects the scalar flux in this situation, with case3 has the longest 380 
impact length. 381 
By examining the scalar flux budge, we find again that the shear production −〈𝑤′𝑤′〉
𝜕〈𝑐〉
𝜕𝑧
  is the 382 
most dominate contribution term. Caused by the streamwise flow convergence, the scalar gradient 383 
is the largest for case1, resulting in the largest flux peak. This peak is roughly at the same location 384 
of that with the forest ground source, causing a more pronounced peak when the source is released 385 
from both the clearing ground and the forest ground (Figure 6b). From Figure 6 it is found that the 386 
impact length of scalar flux contribution from the clearing ground is much longer than expected. 387 
Roughly the impact length can persist to 20 h, while this length extends to about 40 h to totally 388 
exclude the influence. The sensitivity of wind speed is also tested, and we find the flux from the 389 
clearing ground is independent of wind speed, consistent with the conclusion from Kanani-Sühring 390 
and Raasch (2015). 391 
Considering the scalar flux in the leeside edge, the simulations show that three cases have almost 392 
identical results, indicating no impact of vertical distribution of foliage for the scalar released from 393 
the clearing ground. It is expected since the scalar fluxes from upwind are all zero and the scalar 394 
concentration are all the same (equal to the background concentration) for the three cases. As 395 
mentioned early, the flow dynamics also shows a similar pattern in the leeside, these factors 396 
together result in a nearly identical scalar flux. Note that the scalar flux in the leeside is much 397 
smaller than that when scalar is released from the canopy ground, suggesting that the scalar flux 398 
peak here is mainly caused by the scalar concentration gradient from upwind flows in the forest 399 
canopy. 400 
5. Impact of scalar source distributions at forest canopy at different layers 401 
Previous studies have found that the source distribution has a remarkably impact on the scalar 402 
distribution over a forested hill (Ross and Harman, 2015). Kanani-Sühring and Raasch (2017) has 403 
investigate the impact of the canopy source and ground source in the leeside of a forest edge. Here 404 
we continue to examine this problem over a forest edge (both leading edge and leeside edge) by 405 
setting uniform scalar sources at different canopy layers. Keep in mind that the simulated scalar 406 
fluxes can be superimposed since the source is prescribed in a flux form. 407 
Figure 7 shows the scalar flux calculated at 1.5h for the same scalar sources at different canopy 408 
layers. Note in these simulations the flow dynamics are identical for each case with the same 409 
foliage distribution. Clearly, different scalar sources have remarkably impacts on the scalar fluxes 410 
observed at the canopy top. The common feature for the three cases is that as the source is set 411 
closer to the ground, more pronounced spatial variations are observed for turbulent fluxes, which 412 
is consistent with the results in Ross and Harman (2015). They explained it by the fact that the 413 
wind speed and turbulent diffusion are small deep within the canopy, small spatial variation tends 414 
to result in larger scalar concentration gradients. Considering the shear production term from the 415 
scalar flux budge equation, −〈𝑤′𝑤′〉
𝜕〈𝑐〉
𝜕𝑧
, large concentration gradients lead to large scalar flux 416 
observed at the canopy top. It should be note that the flow convergence mainly locates at lower 417 
part of the canopy, and the convergence is much weak at upper canopy layers, which results in a 418 
small concentration gradient. Consequently, the scalar fluxes tend to collapse when the sources are 419 
set at upper layers. 420 
The vertical distribution of foliage shows its impact. Generally, for case1 and case2 the common 421 
features of scalar flux are similar with some differences in the magnitude. For case3, however, the 422 
situation is qualitatively different near the leading edge. As the source is set closer to the ground 423 
in case3, the observed flux at canopy top decreases, which is totally opposite to the situation for 424 
case1 and case2. Since in case3 without a flow convergence, the turbulent fluctuation plays a more 425 
import role in transporting scalar near the leading edge. As we already known, the large turbulent 426 
eddies are developed at the canopy top caused by the wind velocity shear (Finnigan et al., 2009), 427 
these large eddies responsible for scalar transfer cannot penetrate directly into the canopy with a 428 
dense crown layer as in case3 (Dupont et al., 2012), and thus cause the features shown Figure 7c.  429 
Also noticed in this figure is that all the observed scalar fluxes exhibit the equilibrium value after 430 
the peak at the same location of about 16h for case1 and case2, thus we can assume this location 431 
to be the shortest distance to measure the scalar flux accurately, no matter at which layer the source 432 
is released. For case3, this distance is much longer with a value about 30h, indicating that a much 433 
longer edge effect is found to adjust the scalar. 434 
Similar conclusion is found for the scalar flux in the leeside of the forest edge, with higher flux 435 
peaks associated with sources closer to the ground, which is mostly caused by the small 436 
recirculation in the leeside. However, if the scalar sources are set at upper layers of the canopy, 437 
the small recirculation has a relatively less impact on the fluxes, even leads to no flux peaks in the 438 
leeside. The results here indicate that the leeside peaks are not necessary to exist, which is 439 
dependent on the upwind source distributions. 440 
In this section, we only simulate scalar transport over a forest edge with flux form of source, in 441 
line with the output from the multi-layer canopy model. Test with a fix scalar concentration 442 
boundary at the ground, we find that the concentration accumulation is more pronounced and 443 
develops closer to the leading edge, which leads to a higher peak than that with a flux from source. 444 
A similar feature is also found in Katul et al. (2006). 445 
6. Simulations with scalar source from the MCANOPY 446 
In the previous sections, the sources are set horizontally uniform within the canopy at a certain 447 
layer. In reality, the scalar sources (e.g., CO2 and water vapor) are affected by solar radiation, 448 
scalar concentration, and adjacent wind speed, etc. To present sources/sinks close to reality, here 449 
we use the newly developed multi-layer canopy model MCANOPY to investigate the scalar 450 
concentration and flux over a forest edge. The scalar studied here refers to CO2 and water vapor. 451 
In consistent with previous discussion, the atmospheric stability is set as neutral by keeping the 452 
temperature constant during the simulation. It should be note that the MCANOPY is based on the 453 
leaf energy balance, and thus has the ability to include the stability effect, which will be investigate 454 
in a future study. The numerical configurations and the three foliage distributions are the same. 455 
The weather conditions represent a typical day during noon time, where the leaf photosynthesis is 456 
large. 457 
Figures 8 and 9 show the x-z slices of averaged CO2 and water vapor fields across the forest edge. 458 
Due to the difference in the scalar sources/sinks, the concentration filed and flux field exhibit a 459 
remarkably difference. For CO2 fields as shown in Figure 8, sources are released from the soil 460 
(ground) while sinks are located at canopy layers with large magnitude at upper layers. The net 461 
effect of these sources and sinks is to consume CO2, implying a negative scalar flux at the canopy 462 
top. This negative flux is observed for the three cases at most locations. One exception is for case1, 463 
where a small region of positive CO2 flux is observed at front of the recirculation region, due to 464 
the strong accumulation of CO2 near the surface. A similar tendency is also found for case2, 465 
although the CO2 accumulation is not strong enough to reverse the sign of flux above the canopy. 466 
This tendency is not evident in case3. Due to the deep, sparse trunk space, the CO2 from soil 467 
respiration is transferred by the sub-canopy jet horizontally. High turbulence also arises at the 468 
sparse trunk space because of the strong sub-canopy jet, with a particularly high turbulence region 469 
near the leading edge (see Figure 2), which diffuse CO2 more efficiently in the vertical direction 470 
and leads to the CO2 concentration pattern in case3. From the CO2 concentration and flux fields, 471 
it appears that the spatial variation persists for a much longer distance than with uniform sources 472 
in section 4. It suggests that in reality, the observation tower should be located at a far distance 473 
than previously expected since most of the previous studies use idealized sources/sinks (e.g., 474 
Kanani-Sühring and Raasch, 2015). 475 
For water vapor as shown in Figure 9, the distribution pattern is totally different due to the different 476 
sources, even though the flow is identical for each case. A local water vapor accumulation near 477 
the leading edge is found for case1, while this phenomenon is not observed for case2 and case3. 478 
This is mainly owing to the source difference. As a result, the water vapor fluxes at the canopy top 479 
also display significant differences, where a peak region is found for case1 while the fluxes show 480 
a similar pattern in case2 and case3. This similar feature for case2 and case3 is unexpected since 481 
there are qualitative differences in scalar distributions for these two cases. It highlights the complex 482 
behaviors of scalar field over a forest edge even without considering the stability effect. The 483 
conclusions on the scalar distributions over a forest edge should be treated with some caution when 484 
examining flux measurements in real situations. 485 
7. Conclusion 486 
Scalar distributions over a forest edge have found to exhibit complex behaviors. In the present 487 
study we investigated two factors that have significant impacts on the scalar transfer: the vertical 488 
distribution of foliage and the scalar source/sink distribution. It is found that the foliage distribution 489 
can remarkably change the flow features even with the same LAI. Particularly, for plants with a 490 
deep and sparse trunk space, the flow shows dramatically different features from the normal 491 
situations where the foliage is relatively uniformly distributed. The most noticeable flow 492 
convergence near the leading edge is not evident due to the strong sub-canopy jet developed in the 493 
sparse trunk space, which then changes the scalar transfer over a forest edge. In the leeside, the 494 
foliage distribution appears to have less impact on the leeside recirculation. However, the 495 
difference (sparse or dense) in crowns tend to cause difference in the scalar concentration at upper 496 
canopy layers, which then alters the scalar flux in the leeside. With an identical flow field, the 497 
distribution and type of scalar sources also impact scalar concentration and flux. Our results are 498 
consistent with previous results, with the ground source showing the most pronounced spatial 499 
variations. If the scalar source/sink is provided from the newly developed multi-layer canopy 500 
model MCANOPY, the situation is even more complex. The CO2 and water vapor fields show a 501 
totally different behavior, for which a common conclusion is hard to drawn. 502 
From observation points of view, the most notable feature is the scalar flux peak observed at the 503 
canopy top. This peaks origin from the large vertical gradient of scalars. It is find that the 504 
streamwise flow convergence is most responsible for this large gradient with the turbulence plays 505 
a less important role here. Since the edge flow convergence tends to locate at lower part of the 506 
canopy, thus a forest with a dense trunk space and with scalar source closer to the ground tends to 507 
exhibit large peak fluxes. For a forest with a deep and sparse trunk space, there is no flux peak 508 
observed at canopy top, no matter what type of source is. It also takes a much longer adjustment 509 
length (about 30h in our simulation) for scalar to reach an equilibrium state. This adjustment length 510 
is even longer with relatively reality sources/sinks. The complex behavior suggests that the 511 
interpretation of eddy-covariance data over a forest edge requires the knowledge of both the source 512 
distribution and the canopy structure. Although the simulations in this study mainly focus on 513 
idealized situations (e.g., neutral stability, constant wind direction and speed, and horizontally 514 
homogeneous trees), the general conclusions have implications for the siting and interpretation of 515 
flux measurements. In future work, we will use the new canopy model MCANOPY in a real case. 516 
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 522 
Appendix: Flux budge equations over a forest edge 523 
Assuming neutral stratification, steady-state flow, homogeneity in the spanwsie direction, and 524 
ignoring the sub-grid scale contribution, following Stull (1988) the budge equation for the 525 
resolved-scale momentum flux 〈𝑢′𝑤′〉 can be write as : 526 
∂〈𝑢′𝑤′〉
∂t





































〉).       (𝑑)                 (𝐴. 1) 531 
The terms on the right0hand side of Eq. (A.1) represent, respectively, advection by the mean flow 532 
(a), shear production by the velocity gradient (b), flux transported by turbulent motions (c), 533 
pressure effect (d). 534 
 535 
Similarly, for any kind of scalar 𝑐 (e.g., CO2), the resolved-scale scalar flux 〈𝑤′𝑐′〉 can be write 536 
as : 537 
∂〈𝑤′𝑐′〉
∂t
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〉).       (𝑒)                 (𝐴. 2) 543 
 544 
The terms on the right0hand side of Eq. (A.2) represent, respectively, advection by the mean flow 545 
(a), shear production by the velocity gradient (b), shear production by the scalar gradient (c), flux 546 
transported by turbulent motions (d), pressure effect (e). 547 
 548 
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